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COMMENTS OF THE SMALL COMPANY COALITION 
 

The Small Company Coalition (SCC), a national group of rural telecommunications and 

broadband providers, would like to thank the FCC for undertaking such process reforms as 

indicated by the Report and Public Notice released on February 14, 2014.1  The SCC has come 

before the Commission on numerous occasions, primarily in regard to Universal Service reform 

and regulatory compliance concerns.   

We appreciate this opportunity to express our views on how the FCC can “operate in the 

most effective, efficient and transparent way possible.”2 We are also encouraged by the initiative 

taken by the FCC to examine its internal operations “with the aim of improving the overall 

functioning of the agency and its service to the public.”3   

While the SCC has been encouraged by the dialogue held to date with the Commission, 

various procedural hiccups at times have resulted in a lack of clarity regarding the FCC’s 

positions in these matters. In other instances, ambiguity concerning deadlines for the 

Commission’s responses has left various rural companies in limbo.  The “shot-clock” 

                                                 
1 FCC Seeks Public Comment on Report on FCC Process Reform, DA 14-199, Public Notice and Report, released 
February 14, 2014.  
2 Id. at p. 1. 
3 Id. 
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implemented in the USF/ICC Transformation Order’s waiver process may be one of the more 

emblematic cases in which the Commission’s decision-making timelines have been difficult to 

gauge.  While the “shot-clock” itself is a useful device for tribal companies, the lack of 

transparency as to when it may be “reset” has caused concern regarding its predictability. . 

The SCC would like to commend the Commission for its stated goal to “[examine] the 

FCC’s data collection practices to lessen burdens where possible, while ensuring the agency’s 

data collection practices are effectively tailored to evolving market conditions.”4  The companies 

of the SCC have a significant interest in this endeavor, and have compiled a chart detailing hours 

spent in compliance with federal regulations.  A copy of this information is attached hereto, and 

the SCC urges the Commission to review this data in light of the February 2014 Report and 

Public Notice. 

The data compiled by the SCC demonstrates that a typical rural broadband provider 

spends an average of over 860 hours annually in order to comply with 70 federal regulations.  

Naturally, this does not include any hours spent on state or local regulatory compliance.  The 

SCC suggests that the Commission pursue prudent reductions to these requirements which shall 

benefit small companies struggling to meet them.  Additionally, the elimination of such 

superfluous and/or onerous data requests shall directly assist in meeting the FCC’s goal of 

reducing its backlogs. 

Finally, the SCC applauds the Commission’s intent to “[enhance] the FCC’s public 

outreach and transparency, [and explore] innovative mechanisms for developing policy 

proposals.”5  In representing external stakeholders before the FCC and the Wireline Competition 

Bureau, the SCC has offered various policy proposals to the Commission, most notably of which 

                                                 
4 Public Notice at pp. 1-2. 
5 Public Notice at p. 2. 
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being an alternative model to the Quantile Regression Analysis (QRA), which was filed on 

record with the Commission.6 

While the discussions pertaining to these proposals were productive, follow-up has 

invariably proven to be less efficient.  Similar to the previously-mentioned concerns regarding 

transparency, it has been the SCC’s experience that proposals may enter a policy-purgatory of 

sorts, neither being adopted nor constructively criticized for feedback or even outright rejected.  

Consequently, it may be difficult for such parties to pursue appropriate action following these 

meetings and filings. 

  Thank you for your consideration. 

 
       Respectfully submitted, 
 
 

Small Company Coalition  
Executive Committee 
 

      By: /s/ James J. Kail_______ 
       James J. Kail, Executive Committee 

 

                                                 
6 Small Company Coalition and Alexicon Telecommunications Consulting Notice of Ex Parte, WC Docket Nos. 10-
90, 07-135, 05-337, 03-109; GN Docket No. 09-51; CC Docket Nos. 01-92, 96-45; filed September 20, 2012. 














